UNDERGRAD AND
3/4 PORTRAITS
Contributed by Mike Oakley
North Texas Pics,
Grapevine, Texas

Since the introduction of the Green Screen module in Imagematch it has become much more
practical and cost effective to use a green screen program in undergrad school photography.
However, just because you can doesn’t mean you should. Two key elements must be considered
before launching a season of green screen shooting.
First consideration is cost. If you are an Imagematch user the cost will be in extra labor. You can
count on about double the Imagematch time to prep the job and set it to rendering. If you are not
an Imagematch user then you will have to pay the lab to do the green screen rendering for you.
Either way, the per head cost of capture and production will go up. We figure 25 to 40 cents a
head additional cost to produce the images. On a proof program that cost is there on every
student photographed.
Second consideration is technical. Exposure, white balance and lighting have to be nailed perfectly
for the rendering to work well on a volume basis. Any gross problems with the photography will
set you up for many hours of Photoshop time correcting the images before running the green
screen rendering. Not being super careful when you shoot can take a great idea and turn it into a
nightmare of production problems and additional costs.
So why do green screen? The best reason is marketing. While there is no hard data to support
this a general rule of thumb is the more background options Mom has in a underclass program the
more units you will sell. Another really great reason is competitive pressure. The large national
companies are in their fifth year of running primarily green screen programs virtually everywhere in
the U.S. If you haven’t felt the heat in your schools you probably will soon. Green screen can also
be a useful tool as a back up program at problem shoots. Our school sports schedule is really tight
with not a lot of room to reschedule due to weather. It gives us an option to take soccer, cross
country, tennis and other outside sports to the gym when the weather won’t cooperate. We
typically pose the teams under the gym mural then shoot the individuals on the green screen and
put a piece of the mural in as the individual background. The parents like them and sales don’t
usually suffer because we had to go inside.
We’re going into our third season of high volume green screen undergrad and sports. Along the
way we’ve learned a lot about lighting and shooting it consistently as well as using the flexibility
as a real marketing advantage. What follows here is the set-up we use for undergrad and 3/4
length portraits as well as some tips and traps we’ve discovered along the way.
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This middle school girls soccer shoot was originally scheduled at the soccer goal outside but it was 38
degrees with a 25 MPH wind. We moved into the gym and set up our three light GS set-up for the
individuals. We keep an image of the mural (above the girls in the team shot) for just such occasions.
A quick trip through Imagematch for the individual shots and we still enjoyed decent sales. We use
ProServices to print laser proofs and sell all of our school sports online. We believe that proofing all of
our school sports has turned what used to be a required activity to keep the contract into a reasonable
profit center.
Take it out to 3/4 length, add a prop and you have a spring program that offers variety from a single
shot. Using tried and true Imagematch workflows you can render and proof multiple backgrounds so
that Mom does not have to imagine what the child will look like in your background offerings.

There are as many different lighting schemes recommended for green screen photography as there are
experts to dream them up. We started with a simple one light set-up and have evolved to a three light
set-up with a 2:1 or 3:1 lighting ratio. The set-up diagram on the following page will give you a lighting
pattern that lends shape and dimension to the subject with sparkle in the hair you can only get from a
hair light.
We use this same set-up for fall undergrad (yearbook head and shoulders) as well as 3/4 length springs
pics and sports individuals. We follow the diagram and measurements religiously. When we get back to
the office the images flow through the Imagematch green screen process with very little manipulation.
All the correction necessary is to correct green clothing, not errors in our photography.
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Undergrad and 3/4 Portraits - WHITE UNBRELLAS ONLY
HAIR LIGHT
10x36 Strip Box w/grid
12” above background
Aimed at back of
subject's head.
Read 1st @ f/5.6

BACKGROUND
7 Feet High

Subject Position
48” from background
Subject’s head should
be over center line.

Adjust main and fill
light so that umbrella
shafts fall slightly in
front of subject.

6’

24”

40”

FILL LIGHT
Read second
@ f/5.6

FILL LIGHT
Read third with fill
@ f/8

CAMERA SETTINGS
Mode
ISO
Shutter
F/Stop
Quality
Color
White Balance
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M(manual)
200
125
f/8 (1:2 Ratio)
L-Fine JPEG
Neutral
Custom
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Lighting Heights

Lights are raised high enough so
that all shadow fall outside the
camera view
Main Fill Hair -

72”
56”
12” above BG

GREEN SCREEN CHECKLIST
SET-UP STEPS FOR CONSISTENT PHOTOGRAPHY

1. Plug in and turn on all strobes to full power. Begin warming up flash units.
We take our wireless trigger and pop them while moving around doing other tasks.
2. Apply the center line, subject mark and camera mark with blue painter’s
tape. (see diagram for measurements).
3. Set-up background, tripod and light stands. Background must be tight with
no wrinkles or tears. See tip list for background recommendations.
4. Measure all distances:
a. Posing stool 48” from background
b. Camera position 6’ from posing stool
c. Light positions 60” to 66” from posing stool. Aim umbrellas as noted in
diagram and measure light heights.
d. Raise the hairlight behind background and angle head down so that it points
straight at the back of the subject’s head.
5. Calculate Exposure
a. Meter the hairlight first—adjust power until it reads f/5.6.
b. Meter the fill light and adjust the power until it reads f/5.6.
c. Turn on main light and meter with both main and fill until the overall
exposure reads f/8.
6. Confirm camera settings
a. Camera set to manual mode
b. ISO 200
c. White balance set to custom (Canon)
or pre-set (Nikon).
D. Quality to large/fine JPEG
7. Set Custom White balance
a. Use good quality target such as
Lastolite or three step target.
8. Meter the background
a. Background should read no more than one
f/stop less than overall exposure.
9. Shoot a test shot
a. Inspect image to make sure that no shadows
are visible to the camera and that no green from
the background is reflecting back onto the subject.
10. Start making money $$$$!
Following these procedures on every set-up will yield images
that will flow through the green screen process with minimal
adjustment and correction. Multiple cameras will match
perfectly!
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GREEN SCREEN TIPS & TRAPS
Stuff Learned After a Few Hundred Thousand Green Screen Images














Stick with backgrounds that don’t wrinkle and have a proven chroma key color. We use
backgrounds from EEFX.com made of a foam backed material that does not wrinkle. We
also have taken several retired canvas backgrounds and painted them with Rosco
Chroma Key 5711 green latex paint. The Rosco paint is available from any professional
video or stage supply. Westcott makes a green screen sheet made from wrinkle
resistant polyester (think leisure suit). WRINKLES IN THE BACKDROP WILL CAUSE
UNTOLD HEADACHES IN PRODUCTION. Stay away from the cheap muslins that look
like the Jolly Green Giant slept in them. A good background will serve you for years and
is worth a little extra to get one that is wrinkle free!
SHADOWS ON THE BACKDROP WILL CAUSE EVEN MORE HEADACHES IN PRODUCTION.
While it is absolutely true that all lights properly used cast shadows on the set what is
important is that the camera does not see them. Make sure the lights are raised to the
proper height when setting up so that the shadows fall on the floor out of the camera’s
view. Grad your assistant or other innocent bystander and shoot a test shot before
going live. Look at it carefully on the viewer checking for shadows and…
AVOID GREEN REFLECTION FROM THE BACKGROUND BACK ON TO THE SUBJECT. This
will make a mess on curly blonde hair and on the edges of cheeks and necks. Sufficient
distance from the background to the subject is critical. We use a minimum of four feet
(48”). Be careful not to move the subject so far forward that your background is falling
into deep shadow. Set the posing stool to four feet, measure the overall exposure at
the subject position then measure the backdrop. If the difference is one stop or less
(f/5.6 if the overall exposure is f/8) then life is good!
KEEP THE LIGHT SOFT. We use white umbrellas for the main and fill with a reflective
black cover. Silver umbrellas are too hard to provide the even lighting a soft shadows
we are looking for.
USE A LONG STRIP BOX AS YOUR HAIRLIGHT. Ours are 12” x 36” Westcott boxes with
an egg crate grid to keep the light from flaring back into the lens. In our set-up the
hairlight should really be called a separation light. It creates a soft accent on the
subjects hair as well as providing some soft highlight around the shoulders. This helps
create the dimensional look that is sometimes lost in green screen background
replacement.
PROPER WHITE BALANCE AND PRECISE EXPOSURE ARE CRITICAL. Here is the issue. If
you miss on the exposure either over or under then the images will have to be corrected
before you run the green screen replacement. Having to make large corrections to the
subjects can throw the background out of range for an effective background drop out.
I know I’m singing to the choir here. Precise exposure and white balance control
should be second nature to school photographers.
DON’T TRY TO USE A BACKGROUND LIGHT. Let the light from the main and fill
illuminate the background to the proper level. If you try to put any light on the
background independently it will reflect back onto the subject.
PUT A LITTLE BLUR ON YOUR BACKGROUND IMAGES. We use a 15 to 20 pixel radius
lend blur in Photoshop. It makes the background appear naturally slightly out of focus
as they would in any portrait shot with a slight telephoto lens.

That’s it. Green screen photography isn’t brain surgery but it does require you to consider
some technical issues that might not be so critical in normal studio photography. The two
most issues and proper exposure and watching out for shadows on the background. Follow
the steps we’ve laid out in order and you should be able to capture thousands on high
quality images with good lighting that are easy to run through the green screen module.
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